
An Infection Analysis of Across-the-Board Lowering in Jumjum
Summary: Utterance-final lowering of H-tones in Jumjum (Western Nilotic) instantiates a
case of fully productive opaque rule interaction which challenges standard approaches to mor-
phosyntactically conditioned across-the-board spreading (Akinlabi 1996, Finley 2009) and to
opacity in Optimality Theory (Benua 1997, McCarthy 2005, Bermúdez-Otero 2011). In this
talk, I propose a strictly parallel analysis in Containment Theory (Zimmermann and Trommer
2014) under the tonal feature geometry of Snider (1999) where a floating L-melody tone ‘in-
fects’ a High-tone stretch that simultaneously undergoes coalescence. Data: Utterance-final
H-tones in Jumjum become phonetically L (/d”ı̀N:2́/ → [d”ı̀N:2̀]% ‘pestle’, all data from An-
dersen 2004) a process which applies unboundedly across word boundaries, and even affects
utterance-initial syllables (/lÉN Úl-áN/ → [lÈN ÙlàN]% axe:sg be:black-3sg ‘The axe is black’).
While lowering is plausibly due to a final boundary tone, leftward spreading of L-tones is not
only unattested elsewhere in the language but also the converse of an otherwise exceptionless
phrasal rightward spreading of H-tones (introducing downsteps) to adjacent L-tone syllables
(/Pı̀kÈ k2̀t-t-2́ dÌ:k já:-k-Ó/→ [Pı̀kÈ k2̀tt2́ ŤdÍ:k jà:kÒ]% 3sg steal-ap-pst-3 goat:pl pro-pl-1pl ‘He
stole our goats’). Moreover, H-spreading blocks lowering of H-tones if the utterance-final tone
is L, resulting in a final falling tone (/wÍll2̀/→ [wÍlŤl2̂]% ‘guests’) showing that Final Lowering
can also not be captured as simple deletion of utterance-final Hs. Assuming spreading can be
avoided if lowering is taken to be literal lowering of an across-the board H-tone fused by the
OCP (Myers 1997), but this introduces a case of postsyntactic opacity (lowering counterbleeds
H-tone fusion) problematic for standard approaches to opacity such as paradigmatic (Benua
1997, McCarthy 2005) and stratal models (Kiparsky 2000, Bermúdez-Otero 2011). Analysis:
I assume the feature-geometric representation of tone in Snider (1999) where L = (register) l +

(melody) L, H = (register) h + (melody) H, ŤH = (register) l + (melody) H, with register and
melody tones associated to tonal root nodes (‘◦’). Independent evidence for this representation
in Jumjum comes from the location of downstep derived by H-spreading which along the lines
of Hyman (1985) can be captured as spreading of a melody H (not of a full H-tone) from a
high tone (H+h) to a low (L+l) root node resulting in downstep on the original L-tone where
the standard floating L-approach to downstep (Pulleyblank 1986, Paster and Kim 2011) would
predict downstep on the following syllable (Hσ+Lσ+Hσ → Hσ+Hσ+ L +Hσ ≈ *Hσ+Hσ+ŤHσ).
Similarly, the utterance-final boundary tone is a floating L melody (without tonal root node and
register feature) which due to the constraint L → ◦ (‘Every L-melody must be associated to
some tonal root node’) associates to the root node of the utterance-final tone, as shown in (1).
*L◦{h,H} states the surface incompatibility of L melody and l register with melodic H on the
same root node which are consequently deassociated (indicated by dotted association lines). (2)
shows the interaction with H-spreading triggered by HB which demands spreading of lexical
H-tones. In this case, the boundary L is realized via insertion of an epenthetic tonal root node
resulting in a falling tone. Across-the-board lowering is achieved by the interaction of H-tone
coalescence (implemented by lateral association of tonal nodes on the same tier) triggered by
OCPH. Since nodes linked under the lateral theory of coalescence (Trommer 2016) count as a
single node for constraint evaluation, associating the floating boundary L to the final tonal root
node enforces lowering (deassociation of melody H and register h) for all left-adjacent H-tones
capturing thus the counterbleeding of H-tone fusion by lowering. Further Consequences:
Finally, I show that the infection analysis extends to other classical cases of across-the-board
lowering/raising such as Edoid associative raising (Akinlabi 1996) providing a more principled
alternative to multiple morphologically indexed alignment constraints whose justification out-
side of tonal phonology is problematic, and to question lowering in Igbo, which has been one
of the classical arguments for otherwise unmotivated postlexical strata (Clark 1990).
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